
 

January 16th 

Born in Toronto and raised in Peterborough, Ontario, Dave found 

his musical roots when he relocated West to Calgary, Alberta 

twenty years ago. The long and rolling lines of moon-lit silence that 

stretch across the Great Northern Plains. The spirit that folds the 

beautiful, sweeping, haunted, wind-torn hills of Blackfoot Country. 

This is the medicine that marks the fifth, full length release from 

Dave McCann and the Firehearts and brings an 

aggressive evolution of Blues-tinged Southern Roots that unleashes 

the scorching honesty of pure hand-built Rock and Roll. 
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Watch & Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg55xhqWSus  

                              https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WtA4iviUh8 
 

             Website: http://www.davemccann.com/    

 

Hammering out guitar and harmonica tunes new and old, Alphonse Joseph  

is transplanted from Eastern Canada to the East Kootenays. 

An early love of music brewed where family and a local community would stir musical 

creative desires.  “Phonse’ is a singer song writer who lets his musical wandering cover 

many genres including his favorites, Blues to ballads even children’s songs. He appreciates 

how telling life stories through song and music can be an influential and soul freeing 

experience.  Allowing music to be an integral place in life and life to bring joy intertwined 

through music.  He has a love of most music and respect for the people plying their trade.  

Has played with local Blues musician Jesse Quinn as a duo, as well entertained with other 

duos. Playing local pubs and coffee houses such as Soul Food and Center 64, he has also 

decided to provide community service to many local senior homes, knowing music 

provides peace and health for those in need. 

Dave 
McCann &  
The 
Firehearts 

Handbuilt Americana and Scorching Southern Rock that channels 
some James Gang Twang - Dixiebluebird holds fire true in a world of 
trend chasing replicators – Americana Reviews - The Netherlands 

      Showtime 7:30pm  
               Key City Theatre                                        
                               Gallery  

                                Stage  

 

Gaining ground as regional luminaries in the Western Canadian 

roots-rock scene, Dave McCann and the Firehearts have always 

given fame the backseat to the idea of making creativity  

and musical impact a priority. They haveshared  

the stage with many great artists over the 

years; Willie P. Bennett, Blackie and  

the Rodeo Kings, Neko Case,  

Naomi Shelton, Melanie Safka,  

Dave Carter and Tracy  

Grammer, Joe Pug, Kieran  

Kane, The Skydiggers,  

Geoff Muldaur and more.  

The Firehearts line up is  

based on long time guitarist  

Dave Bauer and award- 

winning Blues Harmonica Ace  

Ethan Shorty Askey. Dave McCann  

and the Firehearts are based in  

Southern Alberta. 
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